
KEEPING WELL
CAMPAIGN

1 MILLION STEPS
 TEAM CHALLENGE

We have raised over €1,300 for

the Friends of Kerry 

University Hospital 

Thanks to everyone who has signed up so far to the 

 "1 million Steps Challenge" and to those who have

donated so generously so far.  If you would l ike to make

a voluntary donation at  www.gofundme.com and search

for "ITT Step Challenge". It 's not too late to join the

challenge simply e-mail kerrysportsacademy@ittralee.ie 
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Smoothie (serves 1)
If you feel l ike a smoothie, but you’re out of fresh fruit, use

frozen! There is no law that says you have to use fresh fruit –

you’l l  sti l l  get that vitamin hit with frozen fruit.

 

75g fruit, fresh or frozen
 
150ml milk
 
1 tbsp oats
 
1 tsp nut butter
 
B l i tz  al l  the ingredients unt i l  smooth adding more water or

mi lk  i f  needed.

 

Baked eggs in tomato sauce (serves 2)
2 tsp rapeseed oil

1 small red onion chopped

1 tbsp tomato puree

Pinch of chilli flakes

1 tin of chopped tomatoes

1 tsp dried coriander

4 eggs

 

1.Heat the oil & onion in a frying pan. A pan with a l id

preferably. Cover & cook on low heat until softened.

2. Add the tinned tomatoe, puree, herbs & chil l i  f lakes and

cook for a few minutes

3.Make 4 wells with a spoon in the mixture and crack an egg

into each well.

4.Cover and cook until egg is as you like it!

 
 

 

BREAKFASTS TO POWER YOUR DAY



Right now, everyone is playing a vital part in trying to

curb the spread of coronavirus – so well done to all of

us in self-isolation! Many people are nervous about

gaining weight while behind closed doors and with

little to think about other than food and meal times.

  

So here are 4 tips to help keep you on the right track:

 

Establish a Routine:  this has been said by many

health experts, for many reasons. From a nutrition

point of view, it is especially important.  Try to set

regular meal times across the day. Stick to this

structure to help regulate your appetite and avoid

unhelpful eating times and snacking. 

 

Plan your weekly meals:  Keeping shopping trips to a

minimum is tricky but if we can achieve it we wil l not

only help reduce the spread of the virus and our

exposure to it, it also means we wil l need to carefully

plan weekly meals to be sure you have everything you

require for them.  Make use of any freezer space you

have to keep things l ike bread and milk safe to eat.

The si lver l ining to your planning and restricted

shopping trips is that l imited availabil ity to poorer

choices might just help you keep to what you intend

to on your food plan.

 

Keep Busy:  All too often, it is when we are out of

routine or lose a sense of purpose to the day, is when

boredom is most l ikely to take hold, quickly 

,

AVOID 'THE CORONA
CALORIES'! 



followed by nibbling, snacking and grazing on foods that pile on the

pounds.  To avoid this trap, try to set out a plan of activities each day –

housework, gardening, family calls/social time, meal times, hobby time,

your exercise time and routine bedtime.  This not only wil l  help give you a

focus and sense of purpose for the day, it wil l  hopefully keep the boredom

and therefore nibbles at bay too.

 

Exercise and keeping active:  Not only is activity important for our

physical health and wellbeing, it is very important for our mental health

too.  Make sure you try to get out into the fresh air daily for a short spell. 

Follow the social distancing rules and either enjoy a walk or jog at a

comfortable pace for you.  Inside at home, there are plenty of online,

social media and TV exercise programmes that you can tap into too.  Pick

one that you enjoy most and work within your capability – the trick to

progress here is persistence and frequency not intensity!  Keep it varied so

you avoid boredom and ensure you are working different parts of the body.

 

While these times are certainly challenging most of us, they are not

impossible.  Knowing that we are all in it together and taking control of

what we can might just help give us the positivity that wil l  carry us through.

 

“Everything passes. Everything changes. Just do what

you think you should do” – Bob Dylan



GO EASY ON YOURSELF
WHATEVERYOU DO TODAY, 

GOAL SETTING  
We all need to remember that this is an unusual situation we are in
and most definitely not one that we have been through before. It is
not some retreat or course we have signed up to so there is no need
to feel like you need to come out of this crisis speaking fluent
Spanish, weighing 2 stone lighter or challenging Mary Berry in
this years bake off!!! If we come out of it well and healthy of mind
and body that is a massive achievement.
 

Having said that in order to feel a purpose to our days and

weeks it is a good idea to set yourself a couple of goals for

the day and the week. When setting these goals remember a

few things

 

Keep them realistic - don't say you are going to clean the

entire house top to bottom in one day. 

 

Make them achievable in a short space of time, break your

tasks down - if you can tick 2 or 3 things off your list in 1 day it

will give you a great sense of achievement rather than just on

item

 

Write your goals down - physically writing your goals down and

being able to draw a line through them will make you feel

far more productive

 

Not all goals need to be a task  giving yourself a facial,

allocating 30mins to read your book, having a quiet coffee in

the garden are all goals for the day. 

 

Give your children small goals for the day  if you have small

people in the house include them in the daily goal setting. It

can just be a few small things - putting their plates in the

dishwasher, clearing away their toys at the end of the day,

ringing a grandparent or a friend. Again write these down for

them so they can see how well their day went

 

Don't cut yourself up if you don't complete all your goals - be

gentle on yourself. Don't tell yourself you are useless of that

you are a failure if a day does not go well for you. Accept it

wasn't your finest hour and move on knowing that tomorrow

will be another day and anything not done today can certainly

be done tomorrow.



Mark out a tennis court area. Use a rope, a net, chalk or

socks as teh court markings. Playing against an opponent

can you underam throw a ball into a space on your

opponents side of the court. If the ball bounces twice you

score a point, but if you throw it out of the court your

opponent wins a point.

Make sure that you start the game by serving from the back

of the court. The first player to score 10 points is the winner

 
 

 

 
 

Mark out a noughts and crosses grid area, using
chalk, paper or hoops.
Each player needs 5 items; socks, teddy bears.
Make sure each player has a different set of items.
On the command go, players race and put one item
at a time inside of of the free spaces in teh nougts
and crosses grid

 

• The first player to get 3 in a row are the winners. 

Activities For Children

Throw Tennis

Noughts and Crosses


